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Question: 1
Click the Exhibit button.

You have set up a timeline and menus with features shown in the three Properties panel views in
the exhibit. Timeline #1 has only one chapter point. When a viewer clicks the Chapter Menu Chapter 1 button, Timeline #1 will play starting at Chapter 1 and continue to the end of Timeline
#1.
What will happen next?
A - Timeline #2: Chapter 1 will start to play.
B - Timeline #2: Chapter 2 will start to play.
C - The DVD will return viewers to the main menu.
D - The DVD will return viewers to the chapter menu.
Answer: C
Question: 2
You have ten separate timelines that you want to play in different orders from different buttons.
You want button one to play the odd numbered timelines and button two to play the even
numbered timelines. What should you do?
A - use two different play lists and assign one to each button
B - use a combination of end actions and overrides on the buttons
C - use a combination of end actions and overrides on the timelines
D - use two different chapter play lists and assign one to each button
Answer: A
Question: 3
What happens when you set the Video property in the Motion tab of the menu Properties?
A - It sets that video as the first play object.
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B - It sets that video as the default object for that menu.
C - It sets that video as the motion background for that menu.
D - It sets that video as the video assigned to animated buttons.
Answer: C
Question: 4
You have a menu where users can select the Active Audio Track. When they return to this menu
you want the menu to indicate the active audio track they have been listening to. What should you
do?
A - use the Specify Link dialog to set the audio track value
B - use the audio timeline to specify the audio channel default
C - use the Menu panel to specify Active Audio Track for the Default button
D - use the Menu panel to specify and override to the Active Audio channel
Answer: C
Question: 5
You have created a DVD for a sports team that contains game highlights, player profiles, and
other footage. You want to provide options to play different related timelines such as all games
versus a particular team. What should you do?
A - create a play list for each scenario
B - change the button override for each timeline, slideshow etc.
C - create a chapter play list linked from a series of chapter menus
D - create a series of submenus with buttons linked to timelines containing content for each
scenario
Answer: A
Question: 6
You create a music video DVD and place each video in its own timeline. You create a Play All
button on the main menu that links to the first timeline. You set the end action of each timeline to
point to the next timeline until all timelines have played. You also create a button that links to
each individual video and returns the user to the main menu after the video ends. Which button
navigation option is used by the individual song buttons?
A - First Play
B - End Action
C - Standard Link
D - End Action Override
Answer: D
Question: 7
Which three statements are true about a chapter play list? (Choose three.)
A - A chapter play list can be used to link multiple timelines.
B - A chapter play list can be used to change the end action of a timeline.
C - A chapter play list can be used to view content in nonsequential order.
D - A chapter play list can be used to change the menu remote of a timeline.
Answer: B, C, D
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Question: 8
Click the Exhibit button.

Which two statements about setting a poster frame are true? (Choose two.)
A - You can change the video display of a still image displayed by a video thumbnail.
B - You can allow the user to select an alternate start point for a chapter from the Chapter Index
menu.
C - You can have your motion menu loop back to the poster frame rather than the beginning of
the chapter.
D - You can create a poster frame by Ctrl + Alt dragging from the chapter marker in the timeline
to the desired frame.
Answer: C, D
Question: 9
You create an interactive kiosk with audio on each menu, set to loop a specified number of times.
You want the DVD to return to the main menu from whichever motion menu the user happens to
end on after a specified length of time. Which default menu property must you change?
A - on the Basic tab of the menu Properties panel, change Override for each menu to navigate
back to the main menu
B - on the Basic tab of the menu Properties panel, change End Action for each menu to navigate
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